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From Bob Marley to ABBA, Scott Joplin to The Beatles, it's no surprise which musicians have museums dedicated to their memory and contribution to the world.
25 Musicians With Their Own Museums
NRPLUS MEMBER ARTICLE I had a good visit to the Whitney last week. It’s a fantastic place. In my opinion, one of the happiest art stories in the past 20 or so years is the Whitney’s now-six-year-old ...
The Whitney Museum’s Lessons, Good and Bad
Commemoration, Nostalgia, and Revision explores and reveals the selective editing of historical narratives in America’s past through drawings, prints, and paintings from the Museum’s collection.
American Memory: New art exhibit explores how images shape our understanding of past events
The painting stood out to Vanessa Hooker because of its bright colors — the dark reds, blues and greens that were displayed across her computer screen at her home in ...
See Me program lets those with memory loss and their caregivers connect with art in the comfort of their own homes
Equal parts historical novel, satire, marching anthem and fairy tale, Lawrence Rudner's posthumously published novel threads patches of incident, dream, memory and discovered documents into a ...
Posthumously Published 'Memory's Tailor' Is A Satisfying, War-Torn Weave Of Historical Fiction, Satire And Memory.
It's important to provide a local place where people can learn about a crucial but too often misunderstood era in world history.
Editorial: Proposed Holocaust museum deserves support
A new museum geared towards children and with a focus on STEAM subjects has opened in South Bend, fulfilling a dream of a mother whose son died from complications of influenza. The South Bend Tribune ...
New Children's Museum Opens in South Bend
Artist and poet JoAnne McKay has gone back to nature in her quest to consider the Covid-19 pandemic and the past. The word “unprecedented” has been well used during the past 16 months to describe the ...
Dumfries Museum opens new exhibition on Precedent and Pandemic: What Remains?
These are precious works of beauty, resilience, humor and generations of Indigenous pride,” according to one juror.
This Washington exhibit combines influences of Native generations and contemporary issues
The horses in the Kentucky Derby might be a different breed from the ones who pulled the buggies manufactured in the 1800s, but the racing horses probably would ...
Mifflinburg Buggy Museum's fundraising gala will take patrons to the races
One of her pieces, honors the lives of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery, who were each killed in events that ignited calls for justice across the country.
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Artist tackles race and injustice at Boca Raton Museum of Art
The museum is opening a unique exhibit to learn more about Wisconsinites who were on the Titanic the night it sank.
Titanic exhibit at Oshkosh Public Museum looks at Wisconsin connections
Alfred Consigli was one of hundreds of spectators who came to see historic tanks rumble in circles through the mud at the American Heritage Museum on Saturday, but it was also a trip down memory lane ...
Live history on display at tank demonstration at American Heritage Museum in Hudson
Who's Afraid to Listen to Red, Black and Green?' by Queens, New York-based artist Kevin Beasley will be installed outside the museum next week.
Haggerty Museum & Sculpture MKE team to bring Beasley sculpture to MU campus
Fear Street star Olivia Scott Welch has a pretty iconic first childhood memory: visiting a witch museum in Salem, Massachusetts with her family. That moment kicked off a lifetime love of the horror ...
Olivia Scott Welch on “Fear Street,” Horror Tattoos, and “Panic” Season 2
A religious woman who died in Woonsocket nearly a century ago is still having an impact on people in Rhode Island and around the world.
2 men work to preserve memory of ‘Little Rose Ferron’
The Rural Heritage Center will be revealing a motorcycle that was restored by the late Danny Coulter. "It is a 1960 police department issue Harley Davidson Squad Motorcycle," said Scotland County ...
Restored motorcycle finds home at local museum
Christian Boltanski, one of France's top contemporary artists whose multimedia works explored the meaning of mortality and memory, haunted by his family history of the Holocaust, has died aged 76.
Christian Boltanski, French artist haunted by memory and loss, dies aged 76
The Texas Raiders, a group of touring war-time planes, will be featured at the Evansville Wartime museum this weekend, offering tours and flights.
Experience history through real flights in WWII-era planes at Evansville Wartime Museum
A new Negro Leagues Baseball Museum campaign is sharing 101 facts about the Negro Leagues through the MLB season.

This volume considers museums from personal experience and historical study, and from the memories of museum visitors, curators, and scholars. Representing a variety of fields, the essays range widely over time and place, in
exhibitions explored, and types of institutions.
Museums and Sites of Persuasion examines the concept of museums and memory sites as locations that attempt to promote human rights, democracy and peace. Demonstrating that such sites have the potential to act as powerful
spaces of persuasion or contestation, the book also shows that there are perils in the selective memory and history that they present. Examining a range of museums, memorials and exhibits in places as varied as Burundi,
Denmark, Georgia, Kosovo, Mexico, Peru, Vietnam and the US, this volume demonstrates how they represent and try to come to terms with difficult histories. As sites of persuasion, the contributors to this book argue, their
public goal is to use memory and education about the past to provide moral lessons to visitors that will encourage a more democratic and peaceful future. However, the case studies also demonstrate how political, economic and
social realities often undermine this lofty goal, raising questions about how these sites of persuasion actually function on a daily basis. Straddling several interdisciplinary fields of research and study, Museums and Sites of
Persuasion will be essential reading for those working in the fields of museum studies, memory studies, and genocide studies. It will also be essential reading for museum practitioners and anyone engaged in the study of history,
sociology, political science, anthropology and art history.
Museums, Emotion, and Memory Culture examines the politics of emotion in history museums, combining approaches and concerns from museum, heritage and memory studies, anthropology and studies of emotion. Exploring
the meanings and politics of memory contests in Turkey, a site for complex negotiations of identity, the book asks what it means for museums to charge the past with political agendas through spectacular, emotive representations.
Providing an in-depth examination of emotional practice in two Turkish museums that present contrasting representations of the national past, the book analyses relationships between memory, governmentality, identity, and
emotion. The museums discussed celebrate Ottoman and Early Republican pasts, linking to geo- and party politics, people’s senses of who they are, popular memory culture, and competing national stories and identities vis-à-vis
Europe and the wider world. Both museums use dramatic, emotive panoramas as key displays and the research at the heart of this book explores this seemingly anachronistic choice, and how it links with memory cultures to
prompt visitors to engage imaginatively, socially, politically and morally with a particular version of the past. Although the book focuses on museums in Turkey, it uses this as a platform to address broader questions about
memory culture, emotion, and identity. As such, Museums and Memory Culture should be of great interest to academics and students around the world who are engaged in the study of museums, heritage, culture, history, politics,
anthropology, sociology, and the psychology of emotion.
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Recent decades have seen migration history and issues increasingly featured in museums. Museums and Migration explores the ways in which museum spaces - local, regional, national - have engaged with the history of
migration, including internal migration, emigration and immigration. It presents the latest innovative research from academics and museum practitioners and offers a comparative perspective on a global scale bringing to light
geo- and socio-political specificities. It includes an extensive range of international contributions from Europe, Asia, South America as well as settler societies such as Canada and Australia. Museums and Migration charts and
enlarges the developing body of research which concentrates on the analysis of the representation of migration in relation to the changing character of museums within society, examining their civic role and their function as key
public arenas within civil society. It also aims to inform debates focusing on the way museums interact with processes of political and societal changes, and examining their agency and relationship to identity construction,
community involvement, policy positions and discourses, but also ethics and moralities.
Though we live in a time when memory seems to be losing its hold on communities, memory remains central to personal, communal, and national identities. And although popular and public discourses from speeches to films
invite a shared sense of the past, official sites of memory such as memorials, museums, and battlefields embody unique rhetorical principles. Places of Public Memory: The Rhetoric of Museums and Memorials is a sustained and
rigorous consideration of the intersections of memory, place, and rhetoric. From the mnemonic systems inscribed upon ancient architecture to the roadside accident memorials that line America’s highways, memory and place
have always been deeply interconnected. This book investigates the intersections of memory and place through nine original essays written by leading memory studies scholars from the fields of rhetoric, media studies,
organizational communication, history, performance studies, and English. The essays address, among other subjects, the rhetorical strategies of those vying for competing visions of a 9/11 memorial at New York City’s Ground
Zero; rhetorics of resistance embedded in the plans for an expansion of the National Civil Rights Museum; representations of nuclear energy—both as power source and weapon—in Cold War and post–Cold War museums; and
tours and tourism as acts of performance. By focusing on “official” places of memory, the collection causes readers to reflect on how nations and local communities remember history and on how some voices and views are
legitimated and others are minimized or erased.
Contributing to current debates on relationships between culture and the social, and the the rapidly changing practices of modern museums as they seek to shed the legacies of both evolutionary conceptions and colonial science,
this important new work explores how evolutionary museums developed in the USA, UK, and Australia in the late nineteenth century.
The author shows how museum culture offers a unique vantage point on the 19th and 20th centuries' preoccupation with history and subjectivity, and demonstrates how the constitution of the aesthetic provides insight into the
realms of technology, industrial culture, architecture, and ethics.
Holocaust memorials and museums face a difficult task as their staffs strive to commemorate and document horror. On the one hand, the events museums represent are beyond most people’s experiences. At the same time they
are often portrayed by theologians, artists, and philosophers in ways that are already known by the public. Museum administrators and curators have the challenging role of finding a creative way to present Holocaust exhibits to
avoid clichéd or dehumanizing portrayals of victims and their suffering. In Holocaust Memory Reframed, Jennifer Hansen-Glucklich examines representations in three museums: Israel’s Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, Germany’s
Jewish Museum in Berlin, and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. She describes a variety of visually striking media, including architecture, photography exhibits, artifact displays, and video
installations in order to explain the aesthetic techniques that the museums employ. As she interprets the exhibits, Hansen-Glucklich clarifies how museums communicate Holocaust narratives within the historical and cultural
contexts specific to Germany, Israel, and the United States. In Yad Vashem, architect Moshe Safdie developed a narrative suited for Israel, rooted in a redemptive, Zionist story of homecoming to a place of mythic geography and
renewal, in contrast to death and suffering in exile. In the Jewish Museum in Berlin, Daniel Libeskind’s architecture, broken lines, and voids emphasize absence. Here exhibits communicate a conflicted ideology, torn between
the loss of a Jewish past and the country’s current multicultural ethos. The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum presents yet another lens, conveying through its exhibits a sense of sacrifice that is part of the civil values of
American democracy, and trying to overcome geographic and temporal distance. One well-know example, the pile of thousands of shoes plundered from concentration camp victims encourages the visitor to bridge the gap
between viewer and victim. Hansen-Glucklich explores how each museum’s concept of the sacred shapes the design and choreography of visitors’ experiences within museum spaces. These spaces are sites of pilgrimage that can
in turn lead to rites of passage.
This behind-the-scenes account details the emotionally complex fifteen-year struggle surrounding the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's birth.
Panama is an ethnically diverse country with a recent history of political conflict which makes the representation of historical memory an especially complex and important task for the country's museums. This book studies new
museum projects in Panama with the aim of identifying the dominant narratives that are being formed as well as those voices that remain absent and muted. Through case analyses of specific museums and exhibitions the author
identifies and examines the influences that form and shape museum strategy and development.
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